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This is wrong this is circumstance
To watch kadavers leap for an ambulance
Planes will drop from the sky
Like they were never built to fly
And my eyes will do their best to explain this nightmare
Unfolding its first act in the dreams i can't control
Bring me back

Everyone is missing from this world and I am left
With ghosts of merories played slowly
Step outside to burning cars and choas reigning
Is this what I call my

(Chorus 1)
Home replaced with a foreign face
My friends deserted their lives today
Why would I be left alone
I don't have a desire to stay
So why would I be comdemed this way
All I know is telling me to find a way to leave

Running down an empty streat feels fruitless
Until light cuts into my eyes from up above
Windows house a group of lost with flashlights carving
Clouds are conquering my

(Chorus 2)
Hope is fading like stars that die
And time is losing its grip on life
Why would I be left alone
I don't have a desire to stay
So why would I be comdemed this way
All i know is telling me to find a way to leave

(Bridge)
Open the window
Darkness
Run down the hallway
Rotting
Climb up the staircase
Falling
Everything is dead or dying
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Dead Burn logic
Dead fail reason
Dead God help me

(Chorus 1)
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